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Merge dragons wonders sell

The main goal of most players is to get all the wonders of Dragon World. Due to the exponential nature of the merger, this achievement is extremely time-consuming. By reading this guide, you will learn the most effective and best ways to get all the miracles. 5-merge and Dimensional Jars will accelerate your progress
for all wonders. Stonehenge is often considered one of the best miracles to get because you get a lot of Miracle chests #1: Remains of the Dragon God [Dragon Trees][edit editing source] Many think it's one of the hardest miracles to get. Get started[edit source] You'll need a lot of space because this insizing chain has
12 levels in it (including seeds, leaves and wonder). Once you have the right amount of space, you can get started! Strategy #1[edit | source edit] (if you have level 2 + glowing dragon tree, go to step 3. If you have a tree 5+ dragon level, go to step 2. Otherwise start from this step.) You will need prism flowers, preferably
a lot of prism of flowers from level 3 + . Collect from them and get leaves, then merge the leaves until you get a dragon tree level 5. Harvest from your level 5 dragon tree until you have 5 small glowing dragon trees. (You can get those in a small chance when merging level 2 to level 5 dragon trees.) Pour these so you
have 2 Vermillion glowing dragon trees. Harvest from your glowing dragon trees for more and more leaves. Note that you need to keep your glowing dragon trees on level 2 in order to make the chain quickly. You need to merge them (multiples of 5 only) if you don't have space. Strategy #2[edit ] Get tons of stone bricks.
You're going to need millions... Buy tons of pearl breasts and merge them with 5s. Open 2 level chests, merging dragon trees with 5, rinse and repeat. Wonder #2: Rainbow [Life Flowers][edit | source edit] This is the miracle that takes the longest to get since it's level 18. That is, this miracle needs a little less than 2000
level 10 live trees to get! Strategy #1 [edit source edit] This is the most effective strategy, but usually it takes 4 to 8 months from finishing the chain. It's going to cost millions of bricks. Do &amp;quot;collect high-level stone bricks. Buy Moon chests (this is also a good way to get the 8th wonder), then merge to get Phobos
Chests. Open the Phobos chests and pour all the life flowers. Repeat steps 1-3 until you get the arc! Strategy #2[edit | source editing] This strategy may be slower or less effective. Use a high level of fruit trees and unite these life flowers. You can also Ancient Dragon Skulls can be used to scratch for bones, then scatter
the bones and merge them from 5s. They can be obtained by finding them in the camp or from the crates of Daily Treasure. I wonder #3: Ensnared Virtue [weed][edit | edit] Poor Booham was beaten by a sword that lies in the stone of this miracle. Wonder. Strategies will take time, but the first strategy does not require
you to spend stone bricks. Strategy #1[edit | edit source] You will need water for this strategy, which can be obtained from misty mountains and cloud peaks, which in turn are derived from the fusion of high-mountain hills. Hold the water until you have a lot of water level 4. Arrange them in a checkered model to get the
most effective results. The grass will disperse into the empty spots. Pour them with 5 before they turn into necromantic grass. Continue merging grasses of 5 until you have completed the miracle. Note: if you want to complete the Living Stones Miracle, Stonehenge, you can save a lot of grass from level 5. Once you get a
miracle #5, you can resume make the grass a miracle. You can also merge level 4 or less grass on the side while completing Stonehenge. Strategy #2[edit | source editing] This is the less effective way. Buy dangerous crates. They merge them with 5s. Open them and merge the grasses. Repeat steps 1 to 3 until you get
the miracle! A way to get your cheese to get the Ennared Virtue. [edit | edit source] The fact that Weed has only 9 levels, this is the lowest level you wonder to get (except for The Last Relic Artifact). To do this, make sure you have enough chalices (20 is good (it takes a lot of time to do it)). However, you need about

2,500 gems to make this cheese way. I recommend grinding in Skull Grove and Zomblin Falls 1 as they are really low levels and only 1 chalice. Unlock Dread Marsh 3 (1 Chalice) (10 seconds to finish) Keep playing Dread Marsh 3 20 times. Every time you finish the level, you get the Golden Wheatgrass (level 6 grass).
Hold the Golden Wheatgrasss merging by 5 and then merge 5s and 3s when it reaches level 7. Then pour 3 level 8. Wonder #4: Fountain of Youth (Hills)[editing edit] You can't assemble a different merge chain to get hills, so you'll have to start from one of these three ways: Dangerous chests level rewards level 3 +
thousandth under evil fog strategy #1[edit editing source] It's the most effective way. Harvest from your level 3 + hill for the upper lineage. You can collect the upper start for a chance to get hill level 1, or you can play in a safe way and just merge the upper start with 5s. Merge the hills to level 3. There are many level 3
hills and a lot of space, because this merging circuit occupies a lot of camp space. make steps 1 and 2 until you finish merging a chain. Strategy #2 [edit| source edit] Buy Occult chests. They merge them with 5s. Open them and merge the hills. Repeat steps 1 to 3 until you get the miracle! I wonder Stonehenge [Living
Stones][edit source] This is one of the most important wonders as it will give a good supply of stone bricks needed to purchase chests that you can use to complete other miracles, instead of the madness that will come from collecting low-caste stones. Strategy Strategy | edit source] Have a lot of level 5+ grasses.
Vintage of them for covered Moss stones. Keep merging the stones until you get the miracle! Strategy #2 [edit source edit] This is another way to do it. Unlike most other miracle strategies that use chests, this one is also effective. Harvest Moss Covered stones of grass or fresh stones, then merge them until you have at
least one level 6 live stone. Collect your level 6+ stone (s) for stone bricks, and unite them at higher levels, then collect the high-level stone bricks. Buy Gold Chests. They merge them with 5s. Open them and merge the living stones. After you are finished with the bricks, repeat steps 2 to 6. Do this until you get the
miracle! Wonder #6: Bottled Ocean [water][editing edit] This miracle can give good things. Sometimes throw piles of riches, chained treasures, and rarely, when pinned down, you can get a tanzanian mystery nest! Strategy #1[edit | source edit] Get at least one Cloud Summit or Misty Mountain. They have a chance to
appear when higher-level hills merge. Clouds and misty mountains can be collected for clouds without a cooling period. They also produce clouds automatically. Rain from clouds can create puddles or flower flower cabbage. Touch the clouds before they disappear. Clouds must not be above empty squares to breed
puddles and sprouts; they will fill the nearest empty squares. Pour the water. The water below level 4 will turn into a sponge if it does not merge in a few minutes. Strategy #2 [edit edit] Edit source] Get a ton of stone bricks. Buy possession of crates and blend them into the chest of beasts. The chance of opening the
chest of animals from 33.333333333 will serve level 3 or lower water. Open until you get the miracle! I wonder #7: Trinity Dome [Prism Flowers][edit | editing source] This miracle is perhaps the most useless miracle as it gives only a butterfly dragon variant and Sapphire dragon eggs. Strategy 1[edit | edit source] (This
method can take 2 years.) 1000000000000000000000000000000000 Keep growing grass necromanzer and leave them alone / pour them for Seeds of flowers prism. Pour all the flowers prism. Strategy 2[edit | source editing] A little cleaner way, but it takes a long time. Buy Pearl chests and infed them with spectral
chests (each costs 2,500 stone bricks). Merge all prism flowers until you get the miracle. Wonder #8: Magic Bean Stem [fruit trees][edit source edit] This miracle is a very useful and good way to get miracle #2. He spawns his tribal dragon variant and as well as level 3-5 Life flowers from time to time. Strategy 1[edit
source] you want to do it at once, take at least 100 million. stone bricks and get ready to pay them. Buy a lot of moon chests. Put them in phobos' crates. Open phobos' crates. Pour in the fruit trees until you get the miracle. Strategy 2[edit | source edit] Get a good amount of life and shake it, take at least 50 Living Stones.
Wait for them to spawn the fruit. Merge all sheets. Pour until you get the miracle. Strategy 3[edit | edit source] You need to be REALLY social. Get as many friends as possible. Open your presents as soon as they get out. Sometimes they give fruit saplings. Put them down until you get the miracle. I wonder #9: Golden
mushrooms [Magic Mushrooms][edit | edit source] It's really the miracle you need to get, but some people say it's harder to get this miracle than Rainbow!. Strategy 1[edit source] Not only the best way, but also a good way to get a miracle #10. There are many level 4+ dragon trees. Harvest from dragon trees to get a
tree. Merge the tree to get tiny cabin for hedge thnoms. Tap for the Braves. Touch the bushes and harvest from them to get magical mushroom caps. From time to time, shrubs sometimes throw level 2+ magic mushrooms. Merge shrubs to touch for more magical mushroom caps. Merge all of them to get the miracle.
Strategy 2[edit edit] Use bricks to buy Occult chests, then pour the Oculus chests out of five to make called chests. Besides usually getting level 1 and level 2 shrubs from these chests, they will occasionally give you Magical Shroom Stalks - Level 2. Tap all the bushes you get to get Magic Shroom Caps. magic Shroom
Cluster - Level 1. Merge the Magic Hats for shroom with five to create magic Shroom Clusters - Level 1. Shrubs will also randomly disperse magic Shroom Clusters - level 1. they make the magic clusters shroom - level 1. Merge Magic Shroom Clusters - Level 1 out of Five to create Magical Shroom Stalks - Level 2.
Merge magic Shroom stems - level 2 by five to create the next level and so on. Continue to use bricks to buy the chests and continue opening the chests to get more and more shrubs. Merge shrubs from five to create higher and higher levels. Also, take your Dragons harvest from the bushes to get the Magic Shroom
Caps. Wonder #10: ruins of the Heavenly Palace (Bushes)[edit source] The easiest miracle to get, no doubt. Strategy 1[edit | source edit] Follow wonder's steps #9 from 1-3. Keep merging the bushes until you're wondering. Strategy 2[edit | source edit] Take a ton of stone bricks. Get ready to pay for 550 bricks for an
Occult crate. Merge to get called chests. Tap called bush chests. Repeat 2-4 until you get the miracle! I wonder #11: Dragonfire Shroom Forest [mushrooms][edit edit source] Holiday. Not it's going to be very difficult. Strategy 1[edit editing] Pay 700 stone bricks for each dangerous crate. Roll up for crates of beasts. Open
the crate. Pour in the mushrooms until you get the miracle. Strategy 2[edit | source edit] Get a lot of water below level 4. Wait for them to become mushrooms. Pour in the mushrooms until you get the miracle. Note: Miracles from 12 to 14 are missed as they can only be obtained from expenses I wonder #15: winner of the
world crystal [Clyade trees][edit | edit] I feel like it's harder to get than Rainbow! And none of my friends know exactly how to get it. Strategy 1[edit | source editing] There is a lot of water. Wait for the water to drop the seeds. Let the seeds grow instead of merging to get more. Pour the sprouts/trees until you get the
Miracle. Strategy 2[edit] as #8 Wonder, Strategy 3, requires you to be very social. Get as many friends as possible. Collect their gifts when they come. Sometimes gifts give the seeds. Let them grow up. Pour the sprouts/trees until you get the Miracle. Note: Wonder 16 is omitted as it is only from events and requires gems
to be obtained. Get.
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